ABSTRACT In this essay, we discuss the contribution of local cell interactions, as opposed to global cues, such as hormones and morphogens, to the determination of the size and shape of organs. This internalistic notion is based on the integration of physiological experiments, clonal analysis and genetic mosaics of morphogenetic mutants. Physiological experiments such as regeneration, cell dissociation and re-aggregation, and feeder layers, reveal the existence of regional specificities related to regional patterning, positional values and cell polarity. On the other hand, clonal analysis shows homogeneous and exponential growth by mitosis associated with oriented cell divisions along two axes of growth. Preferential mitotic orientations are also regional characteristic. Finally, genetic mosaics of morphogenetic mutants help to understand the genetic and eventually the molecular bases of morphogenesis, revealing the modes of cell behavior (such as positional accommodation, mitotic orientations, cell affinities and cell recognition) at work in the generation of the constant sizes and shapes of Drosophila imaginal structures. These classical and recent findings contribute to a more updated Entelechia model of morphogenesis.
Introduction

The internalistic and externalistic views of morphogenesis
Causal explanations of many processes in biology have focused on either internalistic or externalistic approaches. Such is the case of heredity vs. environment; immune response, inducible enzymes and hormones vs. competent tissues and local vs. global control in morphogenesis. In general, the main question is where the instructive components of the resulting specificity reside. In an externalistic interpretation, the instructive signals come from diffusible morphogens to which naïve cells respond in a concentration depending manner. This interpretation ("positional information", Wolpert, 1969; Kerszberg and Wolpert, 2007) has been applied to pattern formation in which cells respond to outside signals independently of their neighbors. According to this view, patterns are size-invariant. In contrast, according to an internalistic approach, local cell interactions coordinate neighboring cells to proliferate, and by extension, the whole population acquires finite dimensions. The internalistic interpretation which we present herein deals with problems related to the control of Int. J. Dev. Biol. 53: 1291-1303 (2009) attained, up to a limit, in mutants with an altered metabolism, as observed in mutants of members of the insulin pathway (see Mirth and Riddiford, 2007) . Experiments of transplantation of young (first instar) imaginal discs to adult hosts performed over 40 years ago did show that, irrespective of the hormonal and nutritional conditions of the host, the transplanted discs soon reach a maximal size which corresponds to that of mature larvae ( Fig. 1 ) (García-Bellido, 1965) . This autonomy extends to individual regions of the discs in Minute mosaics, irrespective of cell proliferation rate (García-Bellido et al., 1973) .
Positional values in regenerates
Many classical experiments of appendage regeneration in insects have revealed the operational relevance of positional values in growth. In particular, the various outstanding experiments of Bohn (1970) in Blattaria have shown that the place of cut along the legs determines the amount of growth of the blastema. Terminal regeneration occurs after cuts to any leg segment in any position. However, when proximal and distal cuts are apposed, the behavior of the resulting construct differs, depending on the level of the cut. Grafts of homologous levels in different leg segments (e.g. femur and tibia) do not elicit regeneration. When there is a positional gap between stem and graft, the gap is regenerated. When proximal cuts of the graft are apposed to distal cuts of the stem of the same leg segment, i.e. the levels of the cut overlap, then regeneration, instead of stopping, continues generating intermediate duplications with opposite polarity, as judged by the orientation of cuticular elements of the pattern (Fig. 2) . Cells of both stem and graft contribute to the intercalar regenerate. Clearly, the confrontation of distal and proximal located cells drive the proliferation of the regenerate until the landscape of positional values is smoothly continuous. This extra growth can be considered as "accommodation growth" (see below). Similar outgrowths occur when stem and graft differ in circular values (as in left to right leg transplantations). Proliferation is then driven by differences in positional values along two axes, proximo-distal (P-D) and anterior/posterior (A/P), rather than by different concentra-
Fig. 1 (Left)
. Autonomous growth of 1st instar wing discs cultured in adult hosts. Mated females; ▲ mated females with implanted ring gland of mature larvae; virgin females. The growth curves plateau at the volume of mature discs (From García-Bellido, 1965) . 
Cell recognition and positional values
In regenerates, the blastema cells grow and organize themselves in an intact territorial context. Following cell dissociation, we can ascertain the specific information that individual cells may carry (García-Bellido, 1966) . Dissociated and aggregated cells of grown imaginal discs can be cultured in adult hosts from hours to days and then transplanted to larvae to undergo metamorphosis and cuticular differentiation. In re-aggregates of cells from different imaginal discs, which are genetically marked, leg and wing cells sort out and differentiate in patterns typical of the disc of origin. Re-aggregates of cells of the same disc but of different regions also sort out. However, they form mosaic patterns when derived from the same region of the disc (Fig. 3) . These patterns are, albeit incomplete, normal with different elements organized in mosaic fashion. Single cells may appear with abnormal polarity relative to other elements of the pattern. Thus, dissociated cells carry positional cues and polarity which are characteristic of the region of the disc from which they derive. This information is used to allocate the cells correctly in the re-aggregate pattern. Cell recognition is based on position rather than on the cell type of the pattern element. These positional values are still manifested in the cell membrane after cell dissociation. Aggregates cultured for several days lead to more complete patterns, possibly due to intercalary, local regeneration without further global references. We will see later how proliferating cells may use their positional values during normal development.
Pattern formation by the offspring of isolated cells
Feeder layer experiments allow us to ascertain the heredity of determination of single cells in mixtures. These mixtures consist of heavily irradiated cells of one type of genetically marked imaginal disc and single untreated wild type cells of another type. The irradiated substratum prevents growth competition and supplies a support for the proliferation of the single cells (García-Bellido and Nöthiger, 1976) . The offspring of single cells retain their determination to belong to e.g. anterior or posterior compartments. They may form incomplete but well-formed patterns. Pattern expansion does not depend on the nature of the disc origin of the feeder layer. Proliferation patterns may include D/V elements of the wing margin. Their frequency is too high to have derived from incomplete dissociation, and they are possibly formed de novo. Thus, individual cells can proliferate to generate morphogenetic patterns without signals coming from global organizers.
Following fragmentation and regeneration, or cell dissociation and re-aggregation, single cells or a few cells may change their original determination (the so-called "transdetermination", Hadorn, 1978) in culture. Thus, leg cells may transdetermine to wing cells and vice versa, changing their cell affinities along with the histotype (García-Bellido, 1966 , 1972 . In mixtures of leg and wing cells, 
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transdetermined (allotypic) wing cells may encounter their autotypic partners, and the same applies to leg transdetermined cells. In such cases, the allotypic and autotypic cells can either differentiate into mosaic patterns, or may copy the autotypic patterns then encounter in mirror-image symmetry (Fig. 4) along any virtual line of the pattern. We do not know how this merging or copying of patterns comes about, but clearly, cell recognition and new references for patterning and growth are at work. In the first case of integration in a mosaic fashion, cell recognition and intercalary regeneration may play a role. In the case of pattern copying along a symmetry line, opposite cell polarity of the autotypic blastema may encounter an opposite polarity in the transdetermined cells, leading to the generation of a symmetric axis, following normal growth away from this axis. In any case, this occurs independently of any known global reference from the normal growing disc.
Clonal growth
Induced mitotic recombination can give rise to single clones or twin clones of genetically marked cells which continue to proliferate and can be visualized in either the imaginal disc or the adult, as spots in a mosaic with surrounding wild type cells. The study of these clones reveals numerical and qualitative parameters of disc growth (García-Bellido and Merriam, 1971) . The wing imaginal disc is defined slightly after blastoderm formation from 20-30 founder cells. Cell proliferation, after disc formation, starts at the end of the first larval instar and continues until 20 hours after puparium formation with about 50,000 cells (30,000 for the wing), after which follows cuticular differentiation. The imaginal disc events which occur in early pupae to attain the final shape and size of the adult Proliferating cells in the disc show clonal restrictions which separate contiguous compartments. As shown in Fig. 5 , the first restriction separates the A and P cell populations (compartments) already in the blastoderm. Subsequent restrictions during larval stages separate D / V and notum (N) / wing (W) compartments. Interestingly enough, in the wing blade, the D / V, and A / P compartments show proliferation patterns of growth, which are symmetrical at both sides of their borders (García-Bellido et al., 1973) . Other clonal restrictions appear later; along the longitudinal veins generating new symmetries in intervein regions. Compartments are poly-clonal in origin, but, except for compartment boundaries, proliferation is indeterminate (Fig. 6 ). However, clone shape and mitotic orientation (its main growth axis) is a characteristic feature of compartments of the wing disc and its regions (Figs. 6,7). Later in development, specific cell lineages appear related to particular histotypes, wing margin, longitudinal veins, etc. (Fig. 8 ).
Clone size increases exponentially and homogeneously in all disc regions. Early-induced clones give rise to large territories and are reduced to one single cell in mature discs, when the number of clones is of the order of several hundreds. Clones are compact, that is, the cell
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A offspring remain together. Analysis of twin clones allows us to ascertain the topological location of the mother cell in the interface between the two twin clones and thus define their growth directions (Resino et al., 2002) . Mother cells can be anywhere in the disc. The resulting daughter clones grow away from the location of the mother cell proximo-distally or anterior-
The direct observation of proliferating cells in the imaginal disc reveals several features relevant to morphogenesis. Cell divisions in the disc are not randomly distributed. Clusters of two -five synchronic cells appear along development in variable positions. These correlate with the changing clustering of cells in G2 in different compartments and regions (Fig. 6) . Thus, although average cell cycling lasts around eight and a half hours, there are local variations. Clusters of synchronic cells in early and late S, in G2, anaphase and mitosis appear along with islands of cells in G1 that remain for more than 16 hours in this stage (Milan et al., 1996) . These synchronic clusters are not clonally related. Synchronic clusters seem to move along the wing blade in waves (see Fig. 7 in Milan et al., 1996) . Interestingly, the mitotic orientations of members of these clusters are mainly parallel to each other (see below) indicating coordinated local cell interactions releasing cell divisions.
The analysis of telophases and anaphases reveals mitotic orientation, which are characteristic of the wing region (Baena-López et al., 2005). Thus, they appear parallel to the wing margin in a narrow band along the D/V border and orthogonal to it in central regions of the wing blade (Fig. 9) . However, mitotic orientations are more random in the notum and in pleural regions. The relative orientation of postmitotic cells follows that of the preceding mitotic orientation (Fig. 12) . Thus the local shape of clones posteriorly to it (Fig. 6 ). Cell proliferation is then intercalary and the mother cells in any clone are located topologically in the center of the clone. Offspring cells of the original mother cell acquire in successive divisions their positional values away from the mother cell along both axes of growth. In the wing blade, early clones are mainly elongated along the P-D axis; later the clones widen. In the legs, early clones appear as elongated ribbons, over several leg segments (say from coxa to tarsus) without encountering clonal restrictions besides the A/P one. In the notum, early clones are fundamentally isodiametric. The shape of clones, as visualized in the imaginal disc, remains in the adult after disc eversion in metamorphosis. Thus, the shape of the adult organ directly reflects the shape of the clones (Milan et al., 1996) . Under normal conditions there is no localized cell mortality that could contribute to local differences in form (Milán et al., 1997) .
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A compartments form A/P boundaries in the clone border. Clones induced at the same time differ depending on their position. They are large when close to the A/P boundary and smaller far away from it. This is an indication of disparity in positional values. More interestingly, the wild type tissue responds by extra growth, which is larger the further away is the clone from the endogenous A/P boundary (Fig. 11) . These extra growths duplicate in mirror image features, such as veins, with opposite polarity to the wild type normal territories. The same applies to both dorsal and ventral mosaics. Clearly, the growth response is the result of the position of the mosaic spot, rather than of the extent of the new ectopic A/ P border, the putative source of morphogens (such as decapentaplegic, dpp ). These accommodation effects are reminiscent of the result of experiments in legs leading to intercalary regeneration, as seen above.
We encounter a similar situation in mosaics of the selector gene apterus (ap) for dorsal compartments. The appearance of a wing margin between wild type dorsal and ap mutant ventral cells causes a reaction in the surrounding territories. Large clones, appearing close to the endogenous D/V border, are surrounded by less accommodation than smaller clones further away from the D/V border. These cause large outgrowths, with opposite polarity reflects the alternating orientations of the mitotic spindles, and therefore determines the final shape of final organs and appendages in their distinct regions. 
Control of growth in genetic mosaics for compartment selector genes
In genetic mosaics, there is a confrontation of mutants and wild type territories where problems of cell autonomy for mutant as well as confronting territory can be analyzed. The engrailed (en) mutation causes the homeotic transformation of posterior compartment into anterior one of the same segment (García-Bellido and Santamaría, 1972) . In mosaics, en behaves cell autonomously (Fig. 11) . Early en mutant clones, appearing in posterior A B
to wild type surrounding cells (Fig. 11 ). This can be explained, once again, rather by positional accommodation than by the restricted amount of morphogens, such as wingless (wg), emanating from the small new ectopic D/V compartment boundary. The same accommodation responses take place in ap mosaics in the anterior-dorsal compartment. Interestingly, in both cases, en -and ap -accommodation includes growth and patterning by cells of the compartment adjacent to that of the mosaic. Thus the ectopic source of morphogens of the mosaic can override the organization dictated by the endogenous sources, it seems that is the continuity of positional values rather than the postulated morphogens what determines growth, over morphogen concentration or is independent of it.
Growth in the wing blade
Wing blade size and shape are affected by several mutations. The mutation vestigial (vg) causes strong reduction of the wing blade. The Notch and wg signaling pathways activate the expression of vg. This gene encodes for a transcription factor that forms a complex with Scalloped (sd) that control the expression of genes such as dachsous (ds) and fat (ft). Fat and Ds are two protocadherins that connect cell membranes of neighboring cells (see below). The Vg protein expresses itself as a gradient with maximal values in the wing margin, where the gene is activated, and minimal in the bases of the wing blade ( Fig. 12) (Baena-López and García-Bellido, 2006) . This gradient distribution of Vg product does not reflect diffusion from a source but rather the distribution of heterogeneities between cells. The reduction of vg expression, by driving vg RNAi over the wing blade, reduces further and further the wing size with lesser vg amount. So far as expected. This decrease in size is not due to cell mortality but to lower cell proliferation. Mosaic vg clones of the same RNAi construct show clone sizes which are smaller the closer they are to the wing margin (Baena-López and García-Bellido, 2006) (Fig. 13) . In addition, they cause a non-autonomous reduction of growth (negative accommodation) in the wild type surrounding cells, close to the D/V boundary. The smaller size of vg mutant wings is accompanied by a change in the shape of clones, causing rounder wings (Fig. 13) . The round shape is associated to random orientation of the mitotic spindle in the dividing mutant cells of the blade (Baena-López and García-Bellido, 2006) .
The gain of function (GOF) condition for vg, using the same nub GAL 4 driver as above, can be used to homogeneously over-express vg all over the wing blade (Baena-López and García-Bellido, 2006) . Surprisingly, the result is the same as in loss of function (LOF) condition, i.e. reduced wing size, rounder wings and randomized mitotic orientations (Fig. 14) . Thus, both homogeneous overexpression and homogenous insufficiency affects both cell proliferation and spindle orientation.
Contrarily, heterogeneous expression of vg in mosaics causes autonomous and non-autonomous extra-cell proliferation (Fig. 15) . This response varies depending on the position of the clones along the P-D axis of the wing. Outgrowths, including the mutant clone, The clonal over-expression of wg does not cause extra-growth but when it is expressed simultaneously with vg, the outgrowths are larger and show distal wing margin patterns (Fig. 16 ). This is possibly the mechanism that elicits growth in normal development of the wing blade: differences in amount of expressions between cells along the P-D gradient led cells to divide and orient their mitoses (Fig. 17) . The gene nubbin (nub, a transcription factor) is homogeneously expressed over the whole wing blade. The LOF mutant condition of nub causes much-reduced wings with a short wing margin. In genetic mosaics the reduction of nub clone size also depends on the position; smaller clones appear the further away from the wing base. Distal clones differentiate histotypes corresponding to more proximal regions but without non-autonomous effects in surrounding wild type cells. The same nub clones initiated in any compartment, in proximal regions, cause nonautonomously a reduction in distal growth of the remaining wing disc in all compartments (negative accommodation) (Fig. 18 , Cifuentes and García-Bellido, 1997) . This is an example, among others, indicating that A-P and P-D growths are not independent variables. Interestingly, a clonal description of how nub mutant wings grow shows clones with a shape orthogonal to the P-D axis of the wing, i.e. they grow parallel to the margin. Such shape is indicative of cell proliferation hindered in the generation of more distal positional values, hence causing shorter and blunt wings. Moreover, late wild type M+ clones in a M/M+ background may cross the D/V and A/P compartment boundaries. This is compatible with the notion that the positional values at the borders of nub mutants are still low in these stages allowing M+ faster growing cells to stride them (Cifuentes and García-Bellido, 1997) .
Similar heterogeneities appear along the A-P axis of the wing blade, orthogonally to the wing veins. The latter are defined by clonal restrictions that separate intervein regions in an alternating landscape of crests and valleys (González-Gaitán et al., 1994) . Mutant cells of members of the epidermal growth factor receptor pathway, cease to proliferate prior to metamorphosis, leading to normal shape but smaller wings without veins (Garcia-Bellido et al., 1994) . Mutant clones grow less, shortening intervein regions and causing negative accommodation of surrounding territories ( Fig. 1 in García-Bellido et al., 1994) .
Mutations in the extramacrochaetae (emc) gene which encode for a helix-loop-helix (HLH) protein, a negative regulator of basic HLH (bHLH) proteins, cause narrow clones growing to meet the veins. When they reach two contiguous veins, they prevent the growth of this region, causing negative accommodation in growth of the rest of the wing. The cell-autonomous tendency to grow towards veins indicates that the mutant cells generate high positional values that, when they occupy a whole intervein region prevents its growth. This is possibly the result of homogeneously distributed high positional values in mutant cells (see Fig. 3 in de Celis et al., 1995) .
Positive and negative accommodation in mosaics extends its effects to other compart-A B C ments. Examples are en (Fig. 11) , vg ( Fig. 13) , nub ( Fig. 18 ) and in mosaics of mutants that cause changes in cell size and cell proliferation rate (Resino and García-Bellido, 2002) . Accommodation between mutant and wildtype territories is possibly always reciprocal. Reciprocal accommodations are clear in the confrontation of bithorax and postbithorax mutant territories with adjacent wildtype ones across the A/P boundary of halteres (González-Gaitán et al., 1990) . Along the compartment boundary, the positional values of both regions have to be compressed or expanded in order to obtain the best possible matching. Those behaviors indicate that positional differences and accommodation growth drive cell proliferation beyond compartment boundaries, the source of morphogens. Compartments are then not independent units of growth, as often postulated.
Mitotic orientation in the wing blade
The direct observation of mitotic figures in certain mutant wings allows us to correlate these orientations with clone shapes and, by extension, adult wing shapes. Thus, the mutant en wings, with posterior compartments as a mirror image duplication of anterior ones, are broader and larger than anterior ones (García-Bellido and Santamaría 1972) . A study of how the mutant compartment grows reveals clone shapes similar to those in the anterior compartment (Fig. 16) . Thus, the homeotic transformation is associated with changes in mitotic orientations of individual proliferating cells.
The wings (and legs) of some planar polarity mutants (PCP) are rounded and larger such as ds and ft. (review by Zallen 2007) . Genetic mosaics of ds show autonomous effects in clones of a rounded shape (Baena-López et al., 2005 ). An analysis of mitotic orientation in mutant wing blades reveals random orientations. Interestingly, the same occurs in central regions of wings when ds expression is reduced in this territory (Fig. 20) . Thus, the normal wild type orientations over the wing result from a fine modulation of ds expression in the membrane of proliferating cells. We find a similar random mitotic orientation in ft mutants. This cell behavior of some PCP mutants in mosaics is reminiscent of that of vg mutants, in accordance with the fact that these genes are controlled by vg. However, this is not so in other PCP mutants, which have normal-sized and shaped wings. Probably, the effects in cell We have seen that wing size changes are associated with mitotic cell polarity in en, vg, ds, ft flies. We have seen, in addition, that clone shape varies with the region of the wing and is different in other appendages, like the legs. Within the wing proper, the prevalent orientations are different along the wing margin, where they are mostly parallel to the margin and in central regions, where they appear orthogonal to it (with occasional A-P cell divisions that determine the width of the clones and the shape of the wing) (Fig. 21) . We analyzed the possible role of classical morphogens, such as Dpp and Wg, in the orientation of cell divisions. In the wing disc margin, wg is expressed in a few cells twins reveals that whereas the twins run P-D, wg blade clones tend to grow parallel even at long distances to the wing margin. The over-expression of wg along the dpp region shows similarly mitotic orientations parallel to the endogenous wg of the wing margin and intermediate angles in the quadrant defined by both endogenous and ectopic wg expressing territories (Fig. 24) . Clearly, wg contributes to mitotic orientation of the blade cells. These long-range effects could be explained by diffusion of wg from the margin. We find, however, the same behavior in mutant clones for downstream negative regulators of wg signaling, such as axin, which acts cell-autonomously. Consequently we advance the hypothesis that wg expressing cells determine the perpendicular orientation (P-D) of wing blade vg dividing cells and vice versa (Baena-López et al., unpublished) . This hypothesis wide, whereas the cells are oriented parallel along the P-D axis, where dpp is expressed (Fig. 22) . Consequently, we explored the possibility of a role of dpp in the mitotic orientation of wing cells. To that end, we expressed dpp in the wing margin region using vg(B)-Gal4 driver (Fig.  22) . The resulting wings are round and broader than normal with a large expansion of anterior and posterior margins. Cell-marker clones reveal a normal shape corresponding to the grown region and preferential orientation all over the wing blade. We then tried the complementary experiment, i.e. the effects of over-expression of wg in clones in the wing blade (Fig. 23 ). The comparison with its wild type 
Size and shape; the questions
We have discussed above how size and shape in organs result from local cell interaction rather than from the response by the cells to global controls. Hormones and morphogens, in this view, operate merely as growth factors, necessary for cell proliferation and survival but without instructive roles, in a similar way to the effects of metabolites in enzyme induction or antigens determining the specific structure of antibodies.
We have also seen that the size and shape are causally V subdivision appears after some cell divisions as determined by A-P axis and ap expression perpendicular to it. From there the tip of the wing is somewhat defined and subsequent growth with positional value differences in mitotic orientations, ensues. How these cell behavior differences arise is again unknown. Intercalary regeneration and accommodation in mosaics indicate that positional value differences drive proliferation. In this view, cells compute the positional values of their neighbors, compare them with their own values, and when differences are larger than a given threshold or "increment" value (possibly reflecting efficiency in the transmission/perception of signals) cell division takes place. The simplest way of measuring differences between cells is by titration between incoming signals and the own value of the responding cell. However, there is more to it, because the cells orient their division-axis with respect to incoming signals along the positional differences at opposite sides of the cell. The vg gene could correspond to such "own value" gene for P-D growth in the wing blade (a "martial" gene in the original model, 
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interrelated at the cellular level. How does it all come about? The manifestation of positional information in cells requires two axes of reference and a defined cell polarity. In regeneration and cell re-aggregation experiments, as well as in genetic mosaics, these properties are expressed in the cell membrane. What are the molecular bases of this cell anisotropy? The short answer is that we do not know. We know, at least, that cadherins, as cell adhesion molecules, and tubulins of the spindle and the cytoskeleton must be involved. How their synthesis is quantitatively controlled, or even more, how are these molecules anisotropically assembled and deposited? How is cell polarity determined?
We will actualize here a generative model, the Entelechia model (Fig. 25 , García-Bellido and García-Bellido 1998), which tries to answer these questions. The Aristotelian word Entelechia denotes the progress of developing organisms to reach their species-specific completion or perfection. Positional differences probably start in the imaginal disc primordium, reflecting heterogeneities in the blastoderm. The gene en is already involved in the generation of the A/P segmental subdivision. The D/ A B García-Bellido and García-Bellido 1998). Genes like ds, ft, and others studied in Resino and García-Bellido (2004) could be involved in the definition of increment values.
In any moment of development, the highest positional values appear in the borders of the primordium, the symmetry borders of the A-P and D-V compartments, and later wing-veins, etc. It is cell proliferation what generates the dimensions of the borders, not the other way around. Progression of cell divisions (associated to operative in normal development. They may explain the outcome of cell recognition in pattern reconstruction in reaggregates and following transdetermination. They may be also operative in terminal and intercalar regeneration, leading to the appearance of new positional values in the cells of the border of the blastema that create higher (or lower) values along the axes of reference (see computer simulations in García-Bellido and García-Bellido 1998). And finally it is operative in feeder layer experiments. Size and 
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shape of a given organ varies among species and higher taxa. This could be caused by small variations in maximal martial or increment values genetically determined. This model may apply to growth and shape of clones in the wing blade but other Entelechia functions may operate in different organs (as legs) or different regions of the wing such as notum, axillar regions, wing margin, peripodial membrane etc. Reference axes can be very long in number of cells. Possibly, these axes are subdivided later in development into regions with shorter intervals as in leg segments or intervein regions. These regions are not separated by clonal restrictions but could consist of borders between territories of differential gene expression. We do not know how maximal-minimal positional values are defined or what is the nature of the signals and receptors between neighboring cells in these Entelechia functions of long and short wavelengths. Neither do we know how the main orientation of clones, related to shape, which differs among regions, is determined.
The present assay enlightens the problem of the generation of two-dimensional organs, but we are far from expecting that this interpretation can be extended to the generation of 3D organs, such as mesenchyme derivatives, muscles and bones, in Vertebrates. Clearly, the understanding of such classical problems of morphogenesis on the acquisition of constant species-specific size and shape of organs requires much more investigation at the cell biology level. This is the realm of cell interactions in cell populations, and of the dynamics of cell behavior.
